The Derelict
Quick Setup Rules
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Step 1:
Find The Derelict Map and Heist card.
The front side of the Heist card details the
mission and explains the Heist Setup.

Step 2:
Find the 3 Reaver Scalpers on the token sheet.
							

Back

Face

Step 3:
Place the Scalpers face-up on the 3 Spawn
Zones in the Engine Room, the gray top half of
the board.

Completed board setup.

Heist objectives, the Timer track and
Special Enemies are detailed on the back of
the Heist card. Place the gray cube on the
green start space on the Timer.

Step 4:
Find the matching tokens for ‘The Derelict’.
				

Crew Quarters

Engine Room

setup

Engine Room

Crew Quarters

Step 5:
Mix the tokens and place them
face-down on each matching spaces:
the Engine Room at the top of the board and
Crew Quarters at the bottom.
Engine Room

Crew Quarters

Kaylee needs to survive the
Heist in order to win. One
player must use Kaylee
Booby trap token and Heist card back
as their Big Damn Hero or
Sidekick and find two
booby trap tokens in the Engine Room.
In addition, all players must find 1500 credits and return to the LZ to bank them.

Example of movement:
Mal rolls a five to move. He moves four spaces
and flips over a token. As long as
he doesn’t flip over an enemy token, he
can move his fifth space and flip over
that token as well.

At some point, someone is bound to
discover a Reaver lurking under one of
the tokens; this will start a Battle.

Mal’s Big Damn Hero and Kaylee’s Sidekick cards, with Health & Ammo cubes, and Gear card.

Step 6:
Each player chooses two members of Serenity’s crew; one will be your Big Damn
Hero (BDH), the other will be the Sidekick. The BDH side has a track for Ammo (blue)
and Health (red). Place the matching cubes on the top spaces of these two tracks.
Each BDH and Sidekick also has a unique special ability called their “Shiny Skill”.
Step 7:
Shuffle the Gear cards and give 1 to each player.
Step 8:
Each player takes the corresponding avatar for their BDH
and places it in the Landing Zone (LZ) on the board.
Since BDH’s and Sidekicks are paired together, the
Sidekick is always on the same space as the BDH.

Battles are resolved by rolling a six-sided
die, or the special die listed on your BDH’s
Shiny Skill. Compare the number rolled to
the enemy token. If your number is higher, the enemy is defeated. If your roll is
lower, you lose to the enemy and take damage. If the numbers are equal, you
battle again.
Some enemies have a number higher than 6, which cannot be rolled on a sixsided die. This is what Ammo is for! After rolling the die, you can spend Ammo by
moving the blue cube down the Ammo track; for each Ammo spent, you add 1 to
the die roll!
Example of battle:
On Mal’s fourth move, an enemy token is flipped - a Reaver Brute.

Mal’s BDH avatar and
Landing Zone (LZ) board spaces.

how to play
At the start of a player’s turn, roll one six-sided die. This number is how many
spaces that player can move. If the player rolls a 1, then the Timer (gray cube)
on the Heist card moves one space downward. Each square on the Timer has an
effect; refer to page 5 of the rules for each effect.
Players may move orthogonally or diagonally, but not through walls. Refer to page
7 for details on other unique spaces on the board.
When a player moves onto a token, they may search the token by flipping it over.
Refer to page 10 for descriptions of each type of token.
After moving their full number of spaces, or having discovered and battled an
enemy, their turn is over.

Mal rolls his eight-sided die, rolling a 4. Because of the enemy’s strength
of 8, he needs a 9 to defeat it. However, with a full clip of Ammo, Mal can
make short work of the Reaver! Moving the blue Ammo cube down
5 spaces adds 5 to the roll of 4, defeating the enemy!
Without any Ammo or Gear cards, retreating is the best option when outgunned.
Sacrificing 1 Health, Mal can retreat the number of spaces indicated on the
BDH card (to the left of his Shiny Skill). Retreating ends the battle
and starts the next player’s turn.

Other rules you’ll want to know
while playing this scenario:
- Gear Slots (Page 9)
- Scrounging (Page 11)
- Banking (Page 11)
- Getting into a Battle (Page 12)
- Line of Sight (Page 12)
- Calling for Backup (Page 13)
- Knocked Out (Page 13)
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